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Effects of spin-orbit interactions on tunneling via discrete energy levels in metal nanoparticles
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The presence of spin-orbit scattering within an aluminum nanoparticle affects measurements of the discrete
energy levels within the particle by~1! reducing the effectiveg factor below the free-electron value of 2,~2!
causing avoided crossings as a function of magnetic field between predominantly spin-up and predominantly
spin-down levels, and~3! introducing magnetic-field-dependent changes in the amount of current transported
by the tunneling resonances. All three effects can be understood in a unified fashion by considering a simple
Hamiltonian. Spin-orbit scattering from 4% gold impurities in superconducting aluminum nanoparticles pro-
duces no dramatic effect on the superconducting gap at zero magnetic field, but we argue that it does modify
the nature of the superconducting transition in a magnetic field.@S0163-1829~99!10731-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For decades, systematic studies of the quantu
mechanical energy levels of atoms and atomic nuclei h
provided an understanding of the forces governing these
tems. Recently, it has also become possible to measure
discrete ‘‘electrons-in-a-box’’ energy levels within semico
ductor quantum dots and metal nanoparticles.1–3 Experi-
ments have shown that different classes of forces and in
actions acting on the electrons inside these materials a
the level spectra in distinguishable ways. Therefore, jus
in atomic and nuclear physics, the discrete spectra in th
condensed matter systems can provide a tool for underst
ing the interactions which influence electronic structure,
covering effects that are not clearly visible if the individu
quantum levels in the system cannot be resolved. The c
sequences of superconducting pairing interactions4,5 and
more general electron-electron interactions6,7 have previ-
ously been analyzed for the case of aluminum nanopartic
In this paper, we discuss spin-orbit~SO! interactions, result-
ing both from accidental defects in the Al nanoparticles a
from gold dopants. We examine how SO scattering affe
both the energies of the quantum levels and the amoun
tunnel current which may be carried by each state. We
that the magnetic-field dependence of these quantities
be understood in a unified fashion within a simple mod
The effects of SO scattering on the superconducting pro
ties of an aluminum nanoparticle are also discussed.

The study of SO scattering within metals has a long h
tory. The metal samples of the types traditionally examin
are large enough that the electronic states effectively for
continuum. In this case, the quantity of primary experimen
interest in SO studies is the rate at which SO interacti
cause the spin of an electron assumed to be initially in a p
spin-up or spin-down state to be scattered into continu
states with opposite spin. This rate can be measured u
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~8!/6137~9!/$15.00
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weak localization experiments for disordered metal samp8

or, alternatively, by analyzing the form of the spin-depend
density of states determined by tunneling between thin
perconducting films in a parallel magnetic field.9 SO interac-
tions are of fundamental theoretical importance because t
presence changes the symmetry properties of the Ha
tonian. For instance, the statistics of the energy levels
chaotic time-reversal-symmetric quantum dots are predic
to change from the orthogonal distribution in the absence
SO scattering to the symplectic distribution for a strong S
interaction, with a corresponding increase in the strength
the effective energy-level repulsion.10,11 Perhaps the mos
dramatic consequences of SO coupling in metals occu
ferromagnets, since the SO interaction underlies the phen
ena of magnetic anisotropy and the anomalous Hall effe

An analysis of the effects of SO interactions in me
nanoparticles requires a somewhat different viewpoint th
for larger devices with a continuum density of states. Co
sidering basic symmetries, the Hamiltonian operator desc
ing electrons within a metal sample does not commute w
the components of the total electronic spin operator in
presence of the SO interaction. This means that it is
possible to construct a set of basis states which are sim
neously eigenstates of both the energy andSz . The discrete
energy eigenstates, through which electron tunneling occ
in a metal nanoparticle, will thus necessarily be linear sup
positions of pure spin-up and pure spin-down states, with
extent of admixture determined by the magnitude of SO m
trix elements. Because these discrete energy eigenstate
fined in the presence of the SO interaction are in fact w
defined energy eigenstates, the SO interaction does not
to any decrease in their lifetime. For this reason, the exp
mental quantities of interest in this paper will not be scatt
ing rates, but rather shifts in the energies of the electro
states and changes in the tunneling current carried by
states.12 Both of these quantities are affected by the exten
6137 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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6138 PRB 60SALINAS, GUÉRON, RALPH, BLACK, AND TINKHAM
admixture of spin-up and spin-down components within
energy eigenstates. An initial analysis of some of the res
we will discuss has appeared previously.13

The measurements we describe were performed u
tunneling devices containing an Al particle less than 10
in diameter, connected to Al electrodes via aluminum ox
tunnel junctions. A device schematic is shown in the inse
Fig. 1~a!. The fabrication steps have been described in de
previously.3 An aluminum electrode is first deposited on o
side of an insulating silicon nitride membrane containing
10-nm-scale through hole. The Al is oxidized to form a n
scale tunnel junction near the base of the hole. A layer of
nanoparticles is then formed on the other side of the m
brane by depositing 2.5 nm of Al, which balls up into sm
particles due to surface tension. In some of the devices
scribed in this paper, the Al evaporation for the particles w
interrupted halfway through and a thin layer of gold w
deposited to give roughly a 4%~atomic! dose of Au inside
the nanoparticle. Since Al and Au are sufficiently miscible
form several intermetallic compounds,14 and both have sig-
nificant surface mobilities on the nm length scale, we exp
that the two types of atoms will be intermixed. When t
nanoparticle deposition is complete, their surfaces are
dized to form tunnel junctions, and a thick aluminum film
deposited as a second electrode. Devices in which tunne
occurs via a single nanoparticle joining the two leads

FIG. 1. ~a! Large-scale Coulomb-staircase curve for a tunnel
device containing a nm-scale Al particle atT550 mK. Inset: Cross-
sectional device schematic.~b! Tunneling spectrum of discrete sta
resonances in the same sample, for a range of applied mag
fields, atT550 mK. The curves are offset indI/dV for visibility.
Orbital state no. 2 gives small but visible resonances at lowB.
Small changes in offset charge occurred between the 0.1 and
scans and between the 6 and 7 T scans, shifting peak positions. Th
0.1 and 7 T scans have therefore been shifted along the voltage
to give the best fit to a linear dependence for peak 1↓. Dotted lines
are guides to the eye.
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selected based on the measurement of a ‘‘Coulom
staircase’’ current-voltage curve@Fig. 1~a!#.

II. EFFECTS OF SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTIONS
ON DISCRETE STATES

Tunneling spectra of the discrete energy levels are sho
in Fig. 1~b!, at different values of the applied magnetic fiel
for an Al particle in which we will identify the presence o
spin-orbit scattering. This particle is nominally pure Al, b
we have also observed all the features that we will ascrib
SO scattering in Au-doped particles. We speculate that
source of the SO scattering in the nominally pure Al parti
is an unintended defect or impurity. Each peak in thedI/dV
vs voltage spectrum corresponds to the threshold for elec
tunneling via a different quantum-mechanical state in
particle, each with the same number of electrons~either one
more or one less than in theV50 ground state of the par
ticle!. In order to convert from the voltage scale to the tr
energy within the nanoparticle, it is necessary to determ
the ratio of the capacitances of the particle to the two el
trodes,C1 /C2 . This is measured most accurately either
comparing the positions of the tunneling peaks due to
same state at opposite signs of bias voltage, or by measu
shifts in peak positions for superconducting vs normal-st
electrodes.3 The conversion factor from voltage to energy f
the data of Fig. 1~b! is eC1 /(C11C2)5e(0.5360.01). A
rough estimate of the volume of the particle can be ma
based on the capacitances of the particle, determined f
the spacing between steps in the Coulomb-staircase cu
DV5e/Csmaller578 mV. Together with the known capac
tance per unit area of oxidized aluminum tunnel junctio
;50 fF/mm2,15 and assuming a particle shape that is appro
mately a hemisphere, we estimate a particle radius of
proximatelyr 53 nm for this device.

The peaks in Fig. 1~b! have many features qualitativel
similar to previous studies of tunneling resonances in p
Al. As the applied magnetic field~B!, applied parallel to the
plane of the Si3N4 membrane in the device, is increased fro
low-field values, each peak splits in two, and the ene
difference between these pairs increases linearly withB8 at
low B @Fig. 2~a!#.16 This can be understood as Zeeman sp
ting of the energies of the predominantly spin-up and sp
down states associated with each orbital eigenstate. The
servation of tunneling via both of the Zeeman-split states
the lowest-energy tunneling state~no. 1! indicates that the
tunneling transition corresponds to a change from an e
number to an odd number of electrons within t
nanoparticle.3 Within the uncertainties of the measureme
the splitting is symmetric around the low-field resonance
ergy, with little shift up or down for the average of th
Zeeman-split peaks.17 This indicates that the effect ofB8 on
the orbital component of the electronic energy is mu
weaker than on the spin component. This is not surpris
due to the particle’s small size and disorder. Because
real nanoparticle will not have a spherical shape or a smo
surface, the orbital angular momentum of the eigenstates
be quenched to zero in the absence of an applied field. In
situation, the correlation scale which describes the effec
the magnetic field on the energy eigenstates is expected t
on the order ofF0Ad/ETh/r

2, whereF0 is the flux quantum,
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PRB 60 6139EFFECTS OF SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTIONS ON . . .
d is the mean level spacing, andETh'\vF /(2r ) is the Thou-
less energy scale for a ballistic sample.18 For a particle with
radius 3 nm the expected field correlation scale is appr
mately 30 T. Since this is much larger than the fields
interest in our experiment, throughout the paper we will
sume that the effect ofB on the orbital eigenstates within th
particle is negligible, so as to concentrate on spin effects

There are at least three features of the data in Figs.~b!
and 2~a! that differ from typical Al particles. First, let us
define an effectiveg factor such that the energy splittin
between Zeeman-split states isDE5geffmBB ~to linear order
in B!, wheremB is the Bohr magneton. In over 80% of th
nominally pure Al samples we have examined previous
geff5260.05, which is as expected, because SO scatterin
negligible in pure Al, and the free-electrong factor should
apply.10 In the sample in question, however,geff is signifi-
cantly less, and it varies from peak to peak:geff51.84
60.03, 1.6860.08, and 1.7660.05 for the three resonance
in Fig. 2~a!. The second difference between this sample a
past measurements concerns level crossings. In pure Al
ticles with g factors approximately equal to 2 we have n
observed departures from linear Zeeman splittings w
spin-up and spin-down levels corresponding to different
bital states cross as a function ofB. For a sample without SO
scattering, this must be the case, for then there is no coup

FIG. 2. ~a! Energies of the discrete electronic states within
nanoparticle of Fig. 1, calculated by multiplying the voltage po
tions of the resonances by the capacitance ratioeC1 /(C11C2)
5e0.53. Dashed lines are extensions of the low-field linear dep
dence of the energies onB. Solid lines show the result of the spin
orbit interaction model, describing the avoided crossing betw
levels 1↑ and 2↓. ~b! Magnitude of the current increments contri
uted by each of the first three resonances for positive voltage b
@Equal to the area under the peaks in Fig. 1~b!.# Note the crossover
in magnitude for the current increments associated with states↑
and 2↓.
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between spin-up and spin-down states in the Hamiltonian
contrast, the Zeeman splittings of the first two orbital sta
shown in Figs. 1~b! and 2~a! show a clear departure from
linear behavior, because the upward-trending level from
first state (1↑) undergoes an avoided crossing with t
downward-trending level from the second state (2↓). The
third difference is that the amplitudes of the resonances
the sample in question show unusual features. Wherea
most Al particles the amplitudes of the resonances do
display any significantB dependence, here the amplitudes
the two levels undergoing the avoided crossing change
matically, with the higher-amplitude resonance shrinking a
the smaller-amplitude resonance growing in the avoid
crossing region. The amount of current contributed by e
resonance is plotted in Fig. 2~b!, where it can be seen that th
sum of the current increments contributed by these two re
nances is approximately constant.

All of these features can be understood by considering
Hamiltonian of the electrons in the presence of SO scat
ing. The theory behind the physics of theg factor has been
considered previously.19,10 Let us write the Hamiltonian in
zero magnetic field as

H5H01HSO, ~1!

whereHSO contains the terms that couple spin-up states
spin-down states, andH0 describes all the spin-independe
forces and interactions. We will neglect the effect of t
magnetic field on electron orbits, and assume that the sam
contains no magnetic impurities. LetuAn↑& and uAn↓& repre-
sent the unperturbed eigenstates ofH0 . Then, performing
perturbation theory to lowest order inHSO, the ~not normal-
ized! eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian have the form

uFn9↑9&5uAn↑&1 (
mÞn

^Am↓uHSOuAn↑&uAm↓&
En2Em

. ~2!

The spin-orbit interaction causes the eigenstates to consi
a linear superposition of spin-up and spin-down states; he
the notation ‘‘↑’’ reflects that the eigenstate can be cons
ered at most predominantly spin up. The effectiveg factor
for staten may be written10

geff,n[2
z^Fn9↑9uszuFn9↑9& z

^Fn9↑9uFn9↑9&

52S 122 (
mÞn

z^Am↓uHSOuAn↑& z2

~En2Em!2 D . ~3!

~Evaluating this expression for the ‘‘↓’’ state gives the same
answer.! The meaning of Eq.~3! is thatgeff is reduced below
the free-electron value of 2 by an amount determined by
extent to which SO matrix elements couple the staten to
other statesm of opposite spin. Because the energy eige
states are no longer purely spin up or spin down in the p
ence of spin-orbit interactions, they respond more weakly
an applied magnetic field than pure-spin states. Next c
sider the nature of the matrix elementsz^Am↓uHSOuAn↑& z2.
Due to the chaotic and strongly fluctuating character of
wave functions in a metallic nanoparticle,6 the magnitudes of
these factors will be strongly varying for different values
m andn, depending on the details of the wave function ov
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6140 PRB 60SALINAS, GUÉRON, RALPH, BLACK, AND TINKHAM
laps at the positions of the SO scattering defects. Theref
from Eq.~3!, it can be seen that different energy levels in t
same sample may have different values ofgeff , as we ob-
serve. Because of the form of the denominator in the sec
term of Eq. ~3!, we can also expect that matrix elemen
which couple eigenstates nearby in energy will produce
strongest influence ongeff . We will demonstrate an exampl
of this below.

Let us now begin to analyze the variations in the le
energies and the currents carried by the particular levels
played in Fig. 2. To do this we will write explicitly the form
of the effective Hamiltonian matrix for just the four energ
levels associated with the first two orbital states, which
label asua↓&, ua↑&, ub↓&, andub↑&. The most convenient se
of basis states are those which diagonalize the s
independent part of the HamiltonianH0 together with all of
HSO except that term which couples statesua& andub& to each
other. ~With this choice, the basis states are already
purely spin up or spin down, so the arrows should hencefo
be understood to mean predominantly spin up or predo
nantly spin down.! The SO interaction is invariant upon tim
reversal. The most general Hamiltonian satisfying this sy
metry, including both ordinary potential scattering and S
scattering, and describing two Kramers doublets in the
sence of an applied magnetic field is~with the above basis
choice! represented by the matrix11

H5S Ea↓ 0 d c

0 Ea↑ 2c* d*

d* 2c Eb↓ 0

c* d 0 Eb↑

D . ~4!

The placement of the zero elements and the arrangeme
the elements involvingc andd are required so that the Kram
ers doublets are in fact degenerate atB50. The matrix ele-
ment d5^a↓uHSOub↓& couples states of the same spin,
that it is equivalent to ordinary potential scattering for o
purposes. Without loss of generality, we can pick the orb
basis statesua& and ub& so that d50. We identify c
5^a↓uHSOub↑&. Because we are assuming that the orb
states are not modified by a magnetic field, we take the
trix elementc to be independent ofB. The only B depen-
dence then left in the problem is due to the influence of
Zeeman energies in the diagonal terms of the Hamilton
We write these Zeeman energies by including effectiveg
factors,geff8 , for the spin and, simply for convenience in th
fitting, we also allow a linear termgorbmBB ~wheremB is the
Bohr magneton! to model any shift in the average energy
the Zeeman-split pairs.~We will see that the fits givegorb
'0.! With these assumptions, the diagonal terms as a fu
tion of B are

Ea↑,↓5Ea1S gorb,a6
geff,a8

2 DmBB,

Eb↑,↓5Eb1S gorb,b6
geff,b8

2 DmBB. ~5!

The termsgeff,a8 and geff,b8 must take into account the SO
coupling of stateua& or ub& to all states except each other,
e,
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that these terms will not be equal to 2. Instead, from Eq.~3!,
we should expect thatgeff,a8 and geff,b8 will be related to the
total effectiveg factor by the relationship

geff8 5geff14
z^a↓uHSOub↑& z2

~Ea2Eb!2 . ~6!

With d50, Eq.~4! gives a very simple Hamiltonian, consis
ing of two separate 232 matrices couplingua↓& to ub↑&, and
ua↑& to ub↓&.

For a weak SO interaction,z^a↓uHSOub↑& z!Eb2Ea , the
effects of the interaction are easy to understand. Away fr
any degeneracies among the diagonal terms, the energ
genvalues will be approximately equal to the diagonal term
except for a shift in the effectiveg factor. When the Zeeman
energies are such that two diagonal energies approach de
eracy, they will exhibit a simple avoided crossing of mag
tude equal to 2z^a↓uHSOub↑& z, because this term couples th
two states. Solving the Hamiltonian explicitly~with d50!,
the model produces an excellent fit for theB dependence of
the measured levels@Fig. 2~a!#, with the parameters
z^a↓uHSOub↑& z57364 meV, geff,a8 51.9060.04, geff,b8 51.74
60.04,gorb,a520.0360.04, andgorb,b520.1060.06. The
difference between the directly measuredg values geff,1
51.8460.03,geff,251.6860.08 on the one hand and the fi
ting termsgeff,a8 , geff,b8 on the other is consistent with Eq.~6!,
since 4z^a↑uHSOub↓& z2/(Ea2Eb)250.06. From this we can
see that the SO coupling between statesua& and ub& contrib-
utes approximately 40% of the reduction fromgeff52 for the
orbital state 1, and 20% for state 2. SO coupling to ot
states must account for the remainder. The fact that we
not have the sensitivity to resolve any avoided crossing
tween the states 2↑ and 3↓ @Fig. 2~a!# indicates that the SO
matrix element coupling these states is smaller th
z^a↓uHSOub↑& z.

The changes in the amount of current carried by the re
nances@Fig. 2~b!# can be understood by examining the ma
ner in which the energy eigenstates are composed of lin
superpositions of basis states. Consider the two ene
eigenstates~ulower& and uupper&! formed from superpositions
of the avoided-crossing basis statesua↑& and ub↓&. By di-
agonalizing the Hamiltonian@Eq. ~4! with d50#, it is simple
to demonstrate that these have the form

u lower&5g~B!ua↑&1h~B!ub↓&,

uupper&52h* ~B!ua↑&1g* ~B!ub↓&, ~7!

where the coefficientsg(B) andh(B) depend onB as shown
in Fig. 3~a!. The key point is that, as the magnetic field
varied in the avoided-crossing region, the relative contrib
tions of ua↑& and ub↓& to each eigenstate will change, an
consequently the tunneling currents can be altered. T
simple conclusion will be the topic of the next several pag
of discussion. The reason for an extended analysis is tha
magnitudes of the currents are determined by a proces
sequential tunneling across the two tunnel junctions in
device, so that the measured current values are not simp
function of the tunneling rate into an individual energ
eigenstate. Instead, the current will be affected by all en
getically allowed transitions within the device. In order
deal with this complication, the plan of our discussion is th
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PRB 60 6141EFFECTS OF SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTIONS ON . . .
we will focus first on the bare tunneling ratesGL, lower,
GL,upper, GR, lower, and GR,upper for tunneling of an electron
between the energy eigenstates~ulower& and uupper&! and the
left ~L! and right~R! electrodes. Later we will examine tw
different limits for calculating the total current through th
device in terms of these bare tunneling rates. In either c
we will see that, despite the complications, the change
the total current carried by a particular tunneling resona
as a function of magnetic field can be related to the chang
composition of the energy eigenstates in the avoid
crossing region@Eq. ~7!#.

For the high-resistance barriers used in the experim
the bare tunneling rates between either of the electrodes
energy levels in the nanoparticle can be written in terms
matrix elements of a tunneling HamiltonianHT which
couples states in the electrodes to the energy eigenst
Since tunneling of a spin-up electron from the electrode
necessarily incoherent with respect to tunneling of a sp
down electron, we have for the left junction~for the right
junction the equations are similar!

GL, lower5
2p

\ (
c in left
electrode

$ z^celectrode,↑uHTu lower& z2

1 z^celectrode,↓uHTu lower& z2%,

FIG. 3. ~a! Magnetic-field dependence of the coefficients in E
~9!, for the superposition of predominantly spin-up and spin-do
basis states occurring in the avoided crossing of levels 1↑ and 2↓.
~b! and ~c! Markers: Tunneling rates for the energy eigenstates
the avoided-crossing region, estimated as discussed in the text
either Eq.~11! or Eq. ~12!, assuming that the relaxation rate
nonequilibrium excitations within the particle is either slower
faster than the tunneling rates. Lines: Fits using the prediction
the spin-orbit Hamiltonian. Regardless of the energy-relaxa
rate, the magnetic-field-dependent changes in the currents flo
via the levels in the avoided-crossing region@Fig. 2~b!# can be
explained qualitatively by the change in tunneling rates expec
from the SO Hamiltonian.
se
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GL,upper5
2p

\ (
c in left
electrode

$ z^celectrode,↑uHTuupper& z2

1 z^celectrode,↓uHTuupper& z2%. ~8!

These expressions can be given in a more illuminating fo
by writing ulower& and uupper& explicitly as linear superposi
tions of the basis statesua↑& and ub↓& @as in Eq.~7!#. The
tunneling rates become

GL, lower5ug~B!u2GL,a↑1uh~B!u2GL,b↓ ,

GL,upper5uh~B!u2GL,a↑1ug~B!u2GL,b↓ , ~9!

where theB-independent tunnel-coupling strengths for t
basis states are

GL,a↑5
2p

\ (
c

z^celectrode,↑uHTua↑& z2,

GL,b↓5
2p

\ (
c

z^celectrode,↓uHTub↓& z2. ~10!

For values ofB well below the avoided-crossing rang
g(B)'1, h(B)'0, and the rates for tunneling into the e
ergy eigenstates are equal toGL,a↑ andGL,b↓ . Since in this
regime the total current passing through theub& resonances
@orbital state no. 2 in Figs. 1~b!, 2~b!# is very small compared
to the ua& peaks~orbital state no. 1!, clearly these two rates
must be very different. AsB is swept through the avoide
crossing region, the admixture of the two basis states wit
the eigenstates changes, withug(B)u evolving gradually from
1 to 0, anduh(B)u going from 0 to 1. This means that ther
should be a gradual exchange of tunneling weight betw
ulower& and uupper&, with GL, lower evolving from GL,a↑ to
GL,b↓ , and GL,upper doing the reverse. Qualitatively, thi
crossover behavior is apparent in the currents in Fig. 2~b!.

In order to attempt a more quantitative treatment of
measured currents, it is necessary to analyze the relation
between the bare tunneling ratesG discussed above, and th
value of the current that results from sequential tunnel
across the two tunnel barriers. This requires a full consid
ation of all the processes that can occur during current fl
When the applied bias is larger than the level spacing, n
equilibrium electron distributions are produced within t
nanoparticle during tunneling, and these can open new ch
nels for electrons to flow.6,20 The idea is shown in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4~a! we show the simple process of an electron tunn
ing from the left electrode to an empty level on the partic
when the voltage across the device is sufficient to supply
threshold tunneling energy. Due to electrostatic interact
with this additional electron upon its arrival, the lowe
energy electronic states already filled within the particle c
be shifted up in energy to the positions drawn. If the appl
voltage needed to initiate tunneling is larger than the le
separation between states, one possibility for the next ste
the tunneling process might be as shown in Fig. 4~b!, where
an electron tunnels out of one of these lower-energy state
the right electrode, leaving an electron-hole excitation on
particle. After this, the excited electron might relax@Fig.
4~c!# before the next electron tunnels onto the particle. A
ternatively an electron may tunnel from the left electro
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into the hole@Fig. 4~d!#. All of these processes, and all oth
energetically allowed transitions, will contribute to the val
of the current that results when the voltage is turned ab
the threshold required to initiate tunneling in Fig. 4~a!. The
lower-energy, initially filled states can contribute to the cu
rent even though they are hidden in the sense that they do
produce tunneling thresholds of their own. In general, to c
culate the total current, one must solve a full master equa
which takes into account the rates of all the allowed tran
tions, including the hidden levels. The parameters ente
the calculation are the number of hidden levels, the tunne
rates between each level and the left and right leads, and
relaxation rates for the different allowed excitations with
the particle.

For samples of the sort investigated in Figs. 1–3, wh
do not have a gate electrode that can be used to adjus
number of hidden states, the measured data are not suffi
to fully determine all of the parameters required to descr
the currents quantitatively. However, progress can be m
with some simplifying assumptions. One particular difficu
is that we do not know how the relaxation rate for excitatio
within the particle@e.g., Fig. 4~c!# compares to the tunnelin
rates in this sample. The predicted order of magnitude for
relaxation rate due to electron-phonon scattering is 108 s21,6

less than the tunneling rates we will determine, but only
about a factor of 10. Allowing for some uncertainty in th
theory, we will consider both of the two simple limits—th
the relaxation rate is either much slower or much faster t
the tunneling rate. The following discussion should not
considered a quantitative determination of tunneling para
eters, but it will serve to illustrate the way in which th
measured changes in current increments as a functionB
can be linked to the bare tunneling rates. We also inv
three other simplifying assumptions:~1! that the number of
hidden states stays the same over the range of voltage
magnetic field analyzed in Figs. 1~b! and 2,~2! that the ratios
GL,i /GR,i , for the tunneling rates from quantum leveli to the
left and right electrodes, are all the same, and~3! that for all
hidden states the tunneling rates to the left electrode
identical[GL,h . We definex5GL /GR . These assumption
reduce the free parameters in the problem to a tractable n
ber, but we make no rigorous claims as to plausibility.

We first consider the slow-relaxation limit, in which w
can ignore all processes of the sort pictured in Fig. 4~c!. In
this limit, the second assumption listed above leads to a g

FIG. 4. ~a!–~d! Some of the allowed transitions contributing
the magnitude of the current flowing at a tunneling threshold.
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simplification, because the probability for occupation of a
quantum level accessible by tunneling will be the same
the voltage bias is such thatN hidden levels andM originally
empty levels participate in tunneling, the total current th
results atT50 is, by solution of an elementary set of ra
equations, for positive~1! and negative~2! bias,

I M ,N,15
eM~N11!~NGL,h1( i 51

M GL,i !

~N1M !~N111xM!
,

I M ,N,25
eM~N11!~NGL,h1( i 51

M GL,i !

x~N1M !~N111M /x!
. ~11!

Within the model, we can determine the values for the fo
free parametersN, x, GL,h , andGL,1 ~the tunneling rate into
the lowest-energy initially empty orbital state at low fiel!
from the four low-field (B52 T) values of the total, cumu
lative currents flowing at the 1↑ and 1↓ thresholds, for posi-
tive and negative bias:I 1,N,15DI 1↓,159.6310211A,
I 2,N,15DI 1↑,11DI 1↓,151.41310210 A, I 1,N,25DI 1↓,2
56.6310211 A, and I 2,N,25DI 1↑,21DI 1↓,2
51.19310210 A. Because of time-reversal symmetry w
can assume thatGL,1↑5GL,1↓ for smallB. The results for the
four free parameters areN52.4, x52.0, GL,h59.4
3108 s21, andGL,151.013109 s21. The fact thatN is not an
integer may reflect the weaknesses of the assumption tha
ratio x5GL /GR is the same for all the quantum levels and/
the assumption of slow relaxation. Employing these valu
and the measured~positive-bias! current increments for the
avoided-crossing states shown in Fig. 2~b!, we can then in-
vert Eq.~11! ~for M52 and 3! to estimate the bare tunnelin
ratesGL, lower andGL,upperover the whole range ofB from 1 to
7 T, with the results shown in Fig. 3~b!.

In the same way we can consider the fast-relaxation lim
in which the electrons in the nanoparticle relax to th
lowest-energy state between all tunneling events. The s
tions to the rate equations are

I M ,N,15
e~GL,11NGL,h!~( i 51

M GL,i !

GL,11NGL,h1x~( i 51
M GL,i !

,

I M ,N,25
e~GL,11NGL,h!~( i 51

M GL,i !

x@GL,11NGL,h1~( i 51
M GL,i !/x#

. ~12!

In this case there are just three parameters,GL,1 , x, and
NGL,h , which can be determined from theB52 T values of
I 1,N,15DI 1↓,1 , I 2,N,15DI 1↑,11DI 1↓,1 , and I 1,N,2
5DI 1↓,2 as GL,159.33108 s21, x51.96, and NGL,h
52.43109 s21. These parameters, together with Eq.~12!,
predict a value of 1.18310210A for I 2,N,25DI 1↑,2
1DI 1↓,2 , in good agreement with the measured value 1
310210 A. We can then invert Eq.~12! using the measured
current increments of the avoided-crossing states in Fig. 2~b!
to estimate the tunneling ratesGL, lower and GL,upper in the
fast-relaxation limit @Fig. 3~c!#. The differences between
Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! reflect to some extent the degree of u
certainty with which we can estimate these bare tunne
rates.

We see from both Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! that the crossover
observed in the magnitude of the current increments for
two avoided-crossing states can be related to a crossov
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the bare tunneling rates, of the type predicted by the s
orbit scattering Hamiltonian. The lines in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!
display fits to the SO model result, Eq.~9!, with only two
adjustable parameters,GL,a↑ , and GL,b↓ , which simply set
the B50 values of the tunneling rates. For the slo
relaxation limit theB dependence of the tunneling rates
very well described by the SO formalism. In particular,
predicted by the model, the tunneling rates cross close to
same magnetic-field value, 5.4 T, where the avoid
crossing levels have their closest approach. Also, the tun
ing rates well beyond the crossover regime are appr
mately equal to theB50 tunneling rates. Neither resu
holds for the current increments themselves@Fig. 2~b!#, due
to the effect of the hidden levels. The agreement between
SO theory and the tunneling parameters estimated in the
relaxation limit is not quite as close as for the slo
relaxation limit. This is consistent with the estimates in R
6 that the energy relaxation rate is 108 s21, an order of mag-
nitude less than the tunneling rates we determine.

III. EFFECTS OF SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTIONS
ON SUPERCONDUCTING NANOPARTICLES

We next consider different samples, a larger Al parti
containing 4% Au impurities@Fig. 5~a!#, compared to a pure
Al particle of similar size showing no indications of SO sca
tering @Fig. 5~b!#.21 Because of their larger size, the me
level spacings in both samples are smaller than in the de
of Figs. 1–3, but nevertheless a large energy differenc
visible between the first and second peaks in both spe

FIG. 5. ~a! Tunneling spectrum for an Al particle containing 4
Au impurities, for a sequence of magnetic fields from 0.03 to 9 T in
1 T increments,T515 mK. The particle exhibits a superconductin
gap for odd-to-even electron tunneling.~b! Comparison data for a
pure Al particle, from Ref. 5. The curves are artificially offset f
visibility.
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This is characteristic of odd-to-even tunneling in a superc
ducting particle. The energy gap reflects the large differe
in energy~approximately twice the superconducting gapD!
required for the tunneling of an electron to reach the grou
state of an even-electron superconductor in which all e
trons are paired, versus the first-excited state containing
unpaired quasiparticles.4 The two samples display qualita
tively different behavior in a number of respects, howev
One difference is that the resonance peaks in the Au-do
sample are somewhat broader. We believe that this isnot
related to the impurities, but is instead an effect of noneq
librium distributions of electrons on the island,6,7 excited by
a source-drain voltage three times larger than what is nee
to overcome the Coulomb blockade and initiate tunneling
Fig. 5~a!. Similar broadening could also be observed for t
particle in Fig. 5~b! ~see Ref. 5, Fig. 4!, when a gate voltage
was used to shift the tunneling spectrum to comparable
ues of the source-drain voltage. The device in Fig. 5~a! had
no gate.

We will focus instead on the differences in the magnet
field dependence of the data in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. For the
pure Al superconducting nanoparticle, the primary effect o
magnetic field is to produce linear shifts corresponding t
Zeeman spin splitting withgeff5260.05.22 The gap in the
spectrum decreases linearly due to the difference in Zee
energies for the ground and first-excited states of the su
conductor, until it goes to zero at about 4 T. Models
superconductivity in small particles23,24 relate this crossing
with the superconducting critical field, because the exten
electron pairing correlations drops abruptly at this point,
though fluctuation-induced effects of attractive electron
teractions may persist.25 In contrast, all the resonance ene
gies for the sample containing gold impurities a
significantly less sensitive to an applied magnetic field.
stead of Zeeman splitting withgeff52, the ground and first-
excited-state transitions move at lowB with slopesgeff,1/2
1gorb,150.4160.03 and 2geff,2/21gorb,2520.2760.03,
suggesting values forgeff in the range 0.5–0.8. Even at 9 T
the gap between these states has not gone to zero, indic
a much larger critical field for superconductivity in th
sample than for pure Al. Similar increases in critical fiel
due to the reduction in the effectiveg factor caused by SO
scattering are familiar for thin films in parallel magnet
fields, and in other contexts where superconductivity is li
ited by spin-induced pair breaking.26 At fields above 6 T, the
slope of the energy vsB curve of the ground-state transitio
in the Au-doped sample changes sign~with the energy de-
creasing with increasingB at high fields!, suggesting an
avoided crossing with the higher-lying levels. The minimu
gap between the ground-state and first-excited-state p
corresponds to a SO matrix element of magnitude appr
mately 130meV.27

The presence of SO scattering must necessarily cha
the nature of the superconducting transition in a magn
field. As we noted above for pure Al particles, the extent
superconducting pairing correlations is predicted to d
abruptly at the magnetic field for which the energy of t
first state that moves to lower energy with increasingB
~meaning that it is a spin-1 tunneling state! crosses below the
energy of the upward-trending~spin-0! ground state, so tha
it becomes energetically favorable to break a Cooper pair
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contrast, in the particles with significant SO scattering,
existence of avoided crossings means that energy levels
responding to different spin states do not cross. Therefore
disruption of pairing correlations must occur gradually,
the spin content of the particle’s ground state changes c
tinuously in the avoided-crossing region.

Notably, the magnitude of the superconducting gap aB
50 is not significantly affected by the presence of SO sc
tering. Setting the difference between the ground- and fi
excited-state energies equal to 2D, D'0.25 meV for the pure
Al particle of Fig. 5~b!, similar to previous values,28 and
D'0.26 meV for the particle with Au impurities. This sim
larity is as expected, since SO scattering does not break t
reversal symmetry and therefore does not interfere with
perconducting pairing.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined a number of effects associated w
the presence of SO scattering in metal nanoparticles.
sensitivity of the ‘‘electron-in-a-box’’ energy levels to a
applied magnetic field is weakened, so that they exhibit
fective g values less than 2. When predominantly spin-
and spin-down levels approach each other as a functio
magnetic field, they may undergo avoided crossings du
SO-induced coupling between the spin-up and spin-do
states. In the avoided-crossing region, the magnitude of
current transported at the resonance thresholds can cha
due to the changing admixture of spin-up and spin-do
basis states that comprise the energy eigenstates. The
ence of Au impurities does not greatly modify the size of t
superconducting gap in Al particles large enough to exh
.
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superconductivity. However, the critical magnetic field f
the destruction of superconductivity is increased. We a
argue that with the presence of SO scattering, the super
ducting pairing parameter should vary continuously at la
fields, because SO scattering eliminates the simple le
crossings which cause the extent of pairing correlations
drop abruptly in pure Al samples. As a final remark, we no
that all of the results that we describe can be adequa
explained by treating the SO interaction perturbatively, a
by ignoring the effect of the magnetic field on electron o
bits. For samples with stronger SO interactions or with lar
sizes such that effects of an applied field on the orbital sta
are significant, a more sophisticated treatment would
necessary.29

Note added in proof.D. Davidovic and M. Tinkham have
recently observedg factors reduced below 2 due to spin-orb
scattering in Au nanoparticles.30
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